Le Royal Meridian Hamburg at the Aussenalster – a royal lodging

His royal majesty Sheikh Ahmed Al Maktoum, Chairman of the several times distinguished emirate airline, has a fable for the distinguished City of Hamburg and for the HSV, which is sponsored by himself. With the Royal Méridien Hamburg, which was opened in 2003, he also has "a lodging" in the German gate to the world. The modern 5-Star-Hotel offers, on the 9th floor in a convenient restaurant and/or the bar Le Ciel, a wonderful view of the Aussenalster: Meeting place of the Hamburg residents and international prominent people.
In the 284 rooms and suites of the hyper modern equipped Royal Meridian dominates, apart from the art, also the technology. Large flat screens and high-speed internet connections are standard. For laptop there is a safe with loading station. The interior design follows a clear line in colours and furniture, with bright tones, polished glass and chrome. In the bathrooms are a free standing, Victorian bath tub, an interesting contrast to the modern washing bases manufactured out of sandstone and level showers.

With over 600 exhibits, one of the largest collections of contemporary Art outside of the museum world, the house proves to have a sense of art. The Royal Meridian Hamburg has 13 conference and meeting areas and a ballroom for large special occasions. The 5-Star house is worthwhile in every sense of the way in regards to VIPs, Business and other visitors from all over the world, so that the "Hotel of royal grace" earned the admission into the circle of the excellent VIP-Business-Hotels www.VIPHotels.biz.

Le Royal Meridian Hamburg, at the Alster 52-56, 20099 Hamburg, Tel. (040) 2100 0, fax (040) 2100 1111
info.LRMHamburg@lemeridien.com
Internet: www.hamburg.lemeridien.de